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Game of Thrones (“GOT”) is a popular Home Box Office (“HBO”) cable series 

watched in 170 countries by an audience of over a billion people1, making it the 

most popular series in the world (and in TV history).

Adapted from a book series by George R.R. Martin and set in the fictional world of 

Westeros, GOT has fantasy elements, from heroes to villains, dragons to wights, 

which has provided for a rich visual aesthetic.

HBO has committed a large budget to the series ($100 million for ten episodes in 

20162), resulting in a high-degree of production value, a hallmark of the channel’s 

programming. 

The show’s popularity has resulted in successive renewals by HBO, encompassing 

all of the books that Martin has written thus far, taking its place as the network’s 

flagship program with three times as many viewers as any other production by the 

network3. 

Ivan LaFollette

Figure 1. Characters from GOT: Cersei Lannister, Tyrion Lannister, Jon 

Snow, Daenerys Targaryen. From timeincuk.net.
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GOT marketers had to devise a strategy that would keep the program within the pop 
culture conversation. The show is already known for large, dramatic events, so the 
advertising would have to reflect GOT’s spirit.

The advertising campaigns HBO chose stayed within the show’s spirit for advertising. 
For example, the 2019 Budweiser-GOT Super Bowl showed the Mountain, a character 
from the show, kill the “Bud Knight,” a requirement that HBO wanted for the spot5. 

Targaryen sigil. From thenerdy.com
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Beginning with GOT’s first season in 2011, HBO has used many different media channels 
as part of its GOT advertising blitz, an “all of the above” integrated marketing strategy 
that used all available channels6, including some unique “guerilla” advertising approaches 
and mobile games.

Since the first episode Season 8, millions of GOT have watched the program7, 
demonstrating the success of HBO’s advertising and marketing approach. 

The momentum from the end of Season 7, when over 16 million viewers watched the
season finale8, continued into Season 8 as well despite the absence of GOT in 2018. 

The audience just gets larger and larger, gaining momentum9. 
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Part of HBO’s approach is based on a sense of responsibility the network feels toward GOT 
as an IP, so the marketing department doesn’t view the show as merely another program to 
advertise. 

As said by Chris Spadaccini, executive VP and president of marketing at HBO10: 

“We could probably do absolutely nothing and shatter every ratings record in the book . . . 
we feel an enormous responsibility to commemorate what is arguably one of the greatest 
TV shows ever made, that has cemented its place in popular culture.”

“We could probably do absolutely 
nothing and shatter every ratings 
record in the book . . . we feel an 
enormous responsibility to 
commemorate what is arguably 
one of the greatest TV shows ever 
made, that has cemented its place 
in popular culture.” 

Chris Spadaccini, executive VP and 
president of marketing at HBO.

According to Lucinda Martinez, HBO’s SVP of Multicultural Marketing12:

“The original intent was to really find what we felt were the cultural passion 

points that we could use to promote Game of Thrones and attract a younger, 

millennial audience. That’s always been the key.”
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HBO’s marketing team over the show’s history has engaged in a widespread marketing 
campaign across the world, often involving characters or objects from the show, giving it 
visibility and word-of-mouth news16. 

For example, the character known as the Night King, along with his fellow wights, were 
seen on the streets of London17.

GOT has many advantages 

for an advertiser: 

•Pop culture relevance

•On a popular cable network.

•High production value

•A compelling story

•A diverse cast characters

•Beautiful locations

•Attractive actors

•Violence and sex.
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Altogether, more than 100 brands19, such as Red Bull, 
Spotify, and Sesame Street, have taken part in a 
GOT’s media campaign for 2018-2019.

Examples of these campaigns:

The Budweiser Super Bowl commercial

Red Cross blood-drive partnership: “Bleed for the 
Throne.”

AT&T Partnership that included in-store displays and 
an Iron Throne giveaway.

.
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Since the program began in 2011, HBO has used many different media channels as part of 
its GOT marketing campaign to build its fanbase, especially via digital means21. 

Its social media activity, in particular, is well known, especially after various GOT memes 
became popular, such as “Winter is Coming” and “Hodor” memes, becoming digital forms 
of word-of-mouth, endlessly remediated advertising.

Figure 13. Riffing on the phrase, “Not Today,” 

from Season 8, Ep3, as a hashtag. From 

Twitter.com
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